
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 62

Air Sealing with Wire Chases
INTRODUCTION

When panels are manufactured with wire chases, certain unique steps must be taken where the wire chases cross the 

panel joints.  This bulletin describes the method for air sealing panel joints while maintaining the usefulness of the 

wire chases and describes how embedded structural members are treated to allow wire routing.

MAINTAINING WIRE CHASES WHILE AIR SEALING

Foard uses very high expansion ratio spray foam to air seal surface spline joints against air leakage.  The high 

expansion ratio foam does a good job of filling all of the voids and seams between foam cores, but it's aggressiveness 

causes trouble with wire chases.  To prevent filling the wire chases with foam, Foard recommends no injecting spray 

foam within 12” of a wire chase until the electrical wiring is in place.  See figure below.

The most common construction sequence is for the panel installation crew to drill all injection holes and inject spray 

foam into the foam channels that are more than 12” away from a wire chase.  The rough electrical wiring usually 

takes place well after the panel installation crew has left the job site, so the builder is usually given the responsibility 

of insuring foam is injected into the panel joint areas near wire chases.

WIRE CHASES THAT CROSS JACKS AND COLUMNS

To support beams and headers, SIPs often have wooden jacks and columns installed in strategic panel joints.  When a 

wire chase crosses these joints, a hole must be drilled in the column to allow electrical wiring to pass.

Foard recommends a 2” diameter hole through the column, centered on the panels wire chase.  This allows wires to be

pushed or pulled through the wire chase without getting hung up on the edge of the hole.
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